It’s Time to Take the Next Step
Get trained from domain experts in banking automation
With sizable global presence and customers spread across 5 continents, JMR Infotech is a leader in banking, financial services and insurance software and software-related services. In our short existence, since 2007, we have grown to have over 100 top banks as our clients.

Our leadership in the Banking, Financial Services and Insurance (BFSI) IT market is backed by better understanding of client’s business needs and innovative solutions to advance their business goals. The title of World’s first Oracle Platinum Partner fully specialized in all financial solutions is a testimonial to our comprehensive offering, strong focus and unmatched expertise in BFS domain.

Why IT Training from JMR Infotech?

JMR Infotech offers a diverse selection of education offerings from Oracle University that can meet your training needs. Our premium Platinum level membership in OPN and Oracle Approved Education Reseller (OAER) status assures that trainings are imparted by trainers who have extensive expertise on Oracle products. High quality Oracle trainings are offered to organizations, enterprises and individuals located across the globe.

Trainings can be delivered at your facility, at our state-of-the-art centres in Sharjah -United Arab Emirates, Bangalore-India or at any Oracle University facility across the world.

Based on your requirement, our trainers will develop and deliver first-class training strategy for you. Be it a requirement as part of your implementation or a standalone training service aimed at providing businesses the advantage of keeping pace with fast changing technology landscape.

- Optimize utilization of cutting edge technology platforms deployed within the organization
- Successful implementation of Change Management Strategy
- Keeping pace with new productivity tools and utilities
- Employee rotation and job changes
- Mergers and Acquisitions, migration of core business platforms
- Rolling out of new projects and initiatives across the enterprise
We provide trainings on complete Oracle Redstack - Products and technologies.

- OFSAA, FLEXCUBE, Oracle Apps and high end technology programs offered
- Trainers have 10+ years’ experienced, certified professionals & domain experts

**Oracle Core Technology & Functional courses:**

- Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications (OFSAA)
- Oracle Database
- Weblogic Server
- Oracle WebLogic Server: Administration
- Oracle WebLogic Server: Performance Tuning

**Oracle training Streams:**

**Oracle Financial Services Analytical Applications (OFSAA):**
- Oracle FCUB Banking Domain 12.0.1 Ed 1
- Oracle FCUB Corporate Deposits and Lending 12.0.1 Ed 1
- Oracle FCUB Development Toolkit, Development & Extensibility 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Islamic 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Lending 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Overview 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Remittances 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Reporting with OBIEE 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Retail Operations 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Securities and Derivatives 12.0.1 Ed 1
- Oracle FCUB Trade Finance 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB Treasury 12.0.1
- Oracle FCUB and its Interfaces 12.0.1

**Oracle Database:**
- Oracle Database: 12c New Features for Administrators
- Oracle Database: DB Admin Workshop I & II
- Oracle Database: High Availability New Features
- Oracle Database: RAC Administration
- Oracle Database: ASM Administration
- Oracle Database: Data Guard Administration
- Oracle Database: Performance Management and Tuning
- Oracle Database: 11g/12c SQL Tuning

**FLEXCUBE:**
- Oracle Database: 12c New Features for Administrators
- Oracle Database: DB Admin Workshop I & II
- Oracle Database: High Availability New Features
- Oracle Database: RAC Administration
- Oracle Database: ASM Administration
- Oracle Database: Data Guard Administration
- Oracle Database: Performance Management and Tuning
- Oracle Database: 11g/12c SQL Tuning

**Weblogic Server:**
- Oracle WebLogic Server: Administration
- Oracle WebLogic Server: Performance Tuning

**OFSAA Application Streams:**
- OFSAA Risk Management
- OFSAA Performance Management
- OFSAA Customer Insight
- Financial Crime and Compliance Management

**OFSAA Data Warehousing:**
- Oracle Financial Services Data Foundation
- Oracle Data Integrator
- Oracle BI Enterprise Edition
Take away from the courses that we offer:

- Excellent learning experience delivered by Oracle Certified Instructors
- Official Oracle Student eKits
- Official Oracle e Certificate
- Guidance on Certification on various technology tracks
- Qualified trainers with domain and implementation experience
- The curriculum is developed by Oracle University to teach you skills that directly align with real-life IT jobs.
- Customized and need based training for both individuals and Corporate
- Train and Deploy model reduces cost of hiring and training for Corporate
- Post-training support services, if required
- Oracle University training mainly on Core Technologies & Banking Sectors
- Industry ready curriculum in the area of Banking Domain
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